CHAPTER II
DISCUSSION

In this chapter the writer would like to discuss about six things included about:

2.1 Relationship with the staffs
2.2 Relationship with facilities
2.3 Relationship with the Clients
2.4 The Norms in the PT. Elendra Tour and Travel
2.5 Problem Encountered
2.6 The skill that the Writer Needs to Develop in the Future

2.1 Relationship With the Staffs

The work condition in PT Elendra Tour and Travel is good. It is supported by good cooperation between the employees in this agent. The writer was difficulties with her job at the time, but because the employees can understand some mistakes which is made by her, so they can help each other to recover and repair them. In this office, she was not only considered as field practice student at PT Elendra Tour and Travel, but also she was considered as the part of the company. She worked in the morning from 08.30 A.M to 16.30 P.M. She was given responsibilities for helping employees to recount the daily sales report.

In there, all of staff member are very kind and have a close family attitudes. Besides that, we believed strongly in family attitudes and we could easily to be cooperative to each other to reach the target of company. We can realize that
succes can be reached by having high responsibility, high cooperative and profesionalism.

2.2 Relationship with the Facilities

As tour and travel agencies, PT Elendra Tour and Travel must have facilities that support the cooperation of the company. The importantly facilities are computer and internet line. Those facilities are used to conduct flight ticket reservation. She realized that reservation and ticketing could not be done without using them. By using those tools, some duties can be done well. If they want to do reservation, they must know the flight schedule, time of flight and seats which still available. There are also supporting facilities beside of computer and internet, for example telephone, faximile, printer, toilet, and file chase.

Those facilities will be explained are as follows:

1) The first supporting equipment is telephone. It is usually used for reconfirmation to customers and business partner.

2) Second tool is printer. It is used to print the document and print out of the flight reservation.

3) Third is faximile machine. It is used to send the letter, such as hotel reservation letter and letter of guarantee.

4) The last is file chase it is used to save the important files, such as contract letter, payment bill and sales report file.

As the apprenticed worker, she awarded that those facilities are important to do her duties. Therefore, she and PT Elendra Tour and Travel’s staff must keep and care of them. It must be done to make their operation in doing their works such as a reservation activity, typing letter and others.
2.3 Relationship with Clients

Clients are the important thing to PT Elendra Tour and Travel. The reasons are as follow:

1) Clients give the job and they are the user of our service.
2) Clients do not depend on the company but company depends on them.
3) Clients are the part of company, because they were the source of our income.

In dealing with the clients, she had known to face with them. They use phone and becoming there directly. She would like to speak by phone or facing directly in the explanation for client, namely:

1) Speaking technique by phone are as follows:
   - Saying hello.
   - Telling the name and the company.
   - Not interrupting conversation.
   - Use polite language when the conversation took place.
   - Asking the name of them and they need.
   - If the conversation needs the time to answer, the customers will be called back later.
   - Saying thanks and good-bye.

2) Speaking technique by facing customers directly are as follows:
   - Not speaking too fast and not too slow.
   - Preventing the traditional dialect in the conversation.
   - Saying the word with show our hospitality to the client.
   - Not interrupting when the client speaks to her.
- Prevent suspicious word conversation.

In establishing relationship with clients, she tried to conduct the ways are as follows:

1) Giving her respect to the clients by saying hello before staring the conversation or do not talk with other staffs if there are clients is being handled by saying hello.

2) Giving more attention by remembering their faces or names and by giving the best services (not differentiating the service between them)

3) If there was any complaint, she always conducted procedures, namely:
   - Listening and accepting the complains carefully.
   - Not arguing with the client.
   - Trying to understand the complain reason.
   - If complaint was reasonable, saying sorry and promising not to do the mistakes again.

2.4 The Norms

In this company, there are rules that must be done by every staff. They are as follows:

a) To keep the company reputation

b) To keep high responsibilities

c) To establish good relationship

d) To be discipline in work

e) To wear neat and clean dress.

f) To be happy and smile every time

g) To be honest in giving services to the customers
h) To have dedication and motivation in doing work

i) To work from 08.30 A.M. to 16.30 P.M.

In adapting the norms which are regulated in the company, she always conducted the procedures as follows:

1) Giving respect and appreciation to staffs or clients.

2) Wearing the neat and clean dress / shirt.

3) Coming on time to the office.

4) Preventing the egoism attitude.

5) Coming to the office 30 minutes before work hour, so we had time to clean up the scattering item in the office.

2.5 Problem Encountered

When the conduction during field practice, she found some difficulties that took place in there. The difficulties that was found by her cause the inflicting cost to the customer and this company. Some difficulties that were founded by her, as follows:

1. The error of the Internet System

The error of the internet system was cause by the reservation disturber. The internet system in there was gotten from one of internet provider in Bandar Lampung. The writer usually found this case in her field practice. Because of that, the staff could not do their work well. The staffs could not give information about the time on flight, fee of flight, issued ticket, and including the tiki number and also some informations which is needed by them. For solving this problem, she suggests that company must find out and use other internet provider, or the staffs also can call telkom spiddy to
ask this problem, and then the worker from telkom speedy came to the office to handle this problem very well.

2. Feel Nervous When Issued the Ticket

During the author were given the task to issued tickets, she found it difficult at the time. If she had a mistake in writing the ticket, because the writing mistake overwritten again with the writing word would be unacceptable from the airlines. Then it could be deemed invalid. So, to prevent it, she must focus and accuracy is much needed when issued the tickets.

3. Single Sign in and Password for Sriwijaya Reservation System

This travel agent has one sign in and password in Sriwijaya Reservation system that cannot be used for four computers. If using same password together is using two computers for doing reservation, the reservation system cannot operate. It is caused the reservation distruber. For solving this case, PT Elendra Tour and Travel staffs must add the new password and sign in again.

4. Involuntary Cancellation

It is done by Airlines which is caused by condition of the plane and temperature. Besides that, Airlines do it without reasonable reason. The cancellation flight is done by Airlines without giving reconfirmation to the travel and it do to the customer. For example, the customers who arrive in the airport to departure must be right schedule leaves at 8 p.m. then get
news that was delayed until 8 hours. For solving this problem, the airlines should reconfirm to the travel agent if there is cancellation of flight. It can make travel agent giving the information if there is the cancellation of flight and if the customer not satisfied with this service travel agent must apologize, tell the truth what this happen and promise will not happen again.

5. Trouble in Calculating DRT-5

Discount calculation of 5% is called DRT-5. It is given by Sriwijaya Air to PT Elendra Tour and Travel which can sell tickets for arrive and departure in one day at that time can get a discount of 5 percent. In calculating of it is not easy as look because handling this case is needed accuracy and carefulness in calculation of decimal places. It means that if there is wrong about the writing system, so it make wrong result too. Besides that, this system is only given for travel agent not fot the consumer who buy ticket.

2.6 The Skill that the Writer Needs to Develop in the Future

According to the writer’s experience when she was field practice in PT Elendra Tour and Travel, she realized that she needed to improve her skills especially in Speaking and Marketing skill. Those things cannot be separated because marketing skill will be successful if there are the promotions which need communication.
2.7 Service For Clients of PT. Elendra Tour and Travel Bandar Lampung

PT Elendra tour and travel is a Travel Bureau company in Bandar Lampung, that specialized in organizing and conducting journey and stopover for people including completeness of their journey, from one place to another, both in country, from inside the country, abroad or in the country itself, and also offers travel related products and services to customer such as selling airline tickets, transport, reservation for tickets and hotels, tours and vacation packages that combine several product. The role of this tour is very important because it is needed by many people, so travel is helping people to make their journey. In PT Elendra Tour and travel there are service products as below:

1. Types of tour packages:
   a) Ready Made

   This package type is defined by the travel agent in the sale of package tours. For example, from hotel reservation, tour destination is already prepared in the form them. So, the tour packages are ready to be marketed to customers. Ready made tour packages consist of:

I ) Domestic and International Tour and Travel
   a) Tour Department which consist of:

   • Outbound Tour is package tour program for domestic tourist who want to travel abroad. For example: Indonesian tourist want to travel to Bangkok, Singapore, etc. The list of outbound package tour is provided in appendix 2.

   • Inbound Tour is a travel program for foreign tourist who want to travel to Indonesia. For example: American tourist who want to visit Indonesia.
II ) Domestic Tour

Domestic Tour is a package tour which is done in same country or it usually called local package tour. For example, domestic overland package tour like study tour package tour for overseas students who come from Lampung to Bali.

III ) International Tour

International Tour is a ready made program for the people who want to have journeys to abroad, like package tour such as trip 5 days to Bangkok, Singapore, Guang Zhou China, Hongkong – Macau, trip 16 days to Europe, and many more.

b) Tailor Made:

Types of this one tour packages is different to the type of readymade. This type based on customer orders. Own customers organize and prepare about choosing a hotel, destination, how many day they want to travel, and usually only need a rental car or tour guides. The customers just call by phone or by coming to there directly and they can ask more about their own program tour in tour departments.

2. Hotel Voucher

The second main product of PT Elendra Tour and Travel is hotel voucher. The customer could get this hotel voucher by doing reservation hotel in PT Elendra Tour and Travel. After they got it, they can bring it to go to hotel which is ordered by them, because PT Elendra Tour and Travel has been sent facsimile for there so, they can used it automatically. In this case, PT
Elendra Tour and Travel cooperates with many hotels in Lampung such as Marcopolo Hotel, Sahid Hotel, Indra Puri Hotel, Sheraton Hotel, Nusantara Hotel, Bukit Randu Hotel, Amalia Hotel, Grand Anugerah Hotel, etc. An example of hotel voucher will show in appendix 4.

3. Travel Document

A travel document is a document of identity incurred by a government or an international treaty organization to facilitate the movement of individuals or small groups of people across international borders. PT Elendra Tour and Travel cooperates with Immigration Office class I of Bandar Lampung. The most important travel documents are visa, viskal and pasport.

- **Visa**: Is one of travel documents which has function as permission letter to go in and stay in country

- **Passport**: Is the travel document which also function as proof of the identities of citizen from their origin country.

- **Viskal**: Is one of travel documents which has function as permission letter to go out in a country.

4. Ticketing Departments

Travel agent sells airline tickets, overland and sea routes. Most tickets sold in PT Elendra and people need the air line tickets. It is very practical for customers who are busy in matters of their employment or even a holiday matters. There is a point of ticketing departments:
a) Domestic Flight Ticket

Ticket is the main product of Tour and Travel agency. PT Elendra Tour and Travel has coorporation with Airlines and other travel agent for fulfilling the need of customer about flight ticket. The Airlines which has cooperation with PT Elendra Tour and Travel is Sriwijaya Airlines. PT Elendra Tour and Travel also sell the flight ticket for Garuda Airlines and Batavia ticket. Before she issued Garuda ticket, she must sends the LG (Letter of Guarantee) to the Garuda office by facsimile. LG is the inquiry letter for guarantee evidence that ticket is ordered by us. It is caused there no flight ticket stock in PT Elendra Tour and Travel.

At first, the writer will explain about flight seat reservation by using internet (online). Reservation ticket is flight ticket inquiry process that is done by clients to the travel agent or Airlines. The clients can make reservation by phone or by coming to the travel agent directly. The travel agent or the Airlines must ask the data of the passengers to do reservation process. The purpose is to make easy the reconfirmation to the customers easily. The data which must be processed is the names of passengers. After the data is received, it will be organized the flight seat for customers. Some informations are the flight number, flight ticket class, departure and arrival time, time limit, and booking code. It will be reconfirmed to the customer by phone. In this process, which she repeats the print out of passenger reservation. The information that must be given to the clients are flight number, departure and arrival time, time limit, booking code and the last is the price. After giving those data, she asked question ‘would you take this ticket sir or mom?’ if
passengers says ‘OK’, the ticketing staff will issue the ticket and send to clients house, if they can not take the ticket to the travel office. Then, the time limit table will be arranged.

In PT Elendra Tour and Travel, there are 3 online reservation system according the writer’s experience, but only 2 online reservation systems that are used by ticketing staff. They are Gabriel Reservation System for Sriwijaya Air Reservation and Batavia Air. Only Gabriel Reservation for Sriwijaya Air which is known by her knows.

**Gabriel Reservation System for Sriwijaya**

The Sky Net Reservation System can be seen in the ways as 7 step:

1)aytkgcgk18may : Date and destination of flight
   (tkg = tanjung Karang to cgk = Cengkareng)

2)sd1v1 : Amount of passengers (sd), type of seat (seat class V which available), and (1)segment of flight.

3)nm1Ajeng/Ersa mrs : Nm1 is the name of passenger.

4)ct/0721 704737 trv elendra co echa : Phone number of Travel and reservation by echa.

5)cth/08982285498 by pax : Costumer’s phone number.
6)*r : Display “r” (to see the reservation and we told to the customer if the ticket will be issued).

7)IG : To ignore the display information.

And if the reservation has been successfully carried out the sample on a computer screen will look like this:

TKG 104 3422 0207 18MAY / ID / PID 18981

1. Ajeng/Ersa Mrs **HF3RO** (Code Booking)

2. S7 098 V WE 18 MAY TKGCGK HKI 1440 1530

   *Electronic. TKTG AVAILABLE ON THIS FLIGHT*

3. 0721 704737 TRV ELENDRA CO ECHA

4. H/ 08982285498 by pax

5. T/ NO 9771024 945822/ 18 MAY---ECHA

6. TKG104 / 00000000/ TKG / SJ / N / ID

5. Transport

Transport is one of tourism program to make easy for customer to deliver of journey from one city to each other or from one city to go out other city. Besides that, PT Elendra Tour and Travel cooperates with Mitra Kerja and PHB (Putra Hidup Baru) Transport companies.

Rent car is also part of transport which offered by Elendra for the customers which can facilitate them to go to the airport or anywhere they want to travel, that is cooperates with Bintang Mas Travel which is used by local transport inside the city.
6. **Tour Leader or Guide**

Definition of tour leader is someone who leads a tour, both in the country, which aims to provide as complete the information about an tourist attraction in terms of history, geography and so on. A Tour leader is also responsible for the satisfaction of the tour participants and the success of the tour.

A tour leader also serves as a representative of a travel agency where he works and should be able to maintain the good name of his company, be it in front of guests, local tour guide, bus driver, the hotels and airlines. During the tour progresses, a tour leader also serves as a guide, if there is no local guide. During a tour of the city took place just a task of the local tour guides to provide information about the entirety of the sights visited, but before the tour begins a tour leader should explain the tour that day and the objects are visited, duration of the tour was going on and hours return to the hotel.

7. **Accomodation**

The facilities that offered by PT Elendra Tour and Travel such as restaurant, hotel, motel, guest houses and holiday centre.

8. **The Execution of Convention and Exhibition**

PT Elendra Tour and Travel also offer a full range of management services for conventions, business meetings, and professional development programs. But this convention and exhibition package program and teaching program must be legal certification and it is usually celebrated in center office, Semarang.